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Elementary musical, art show on January 25

Huntington - “It’ll be great for everyone because it is the classic Broadway songs but all wrapped in one, and you’ll love the costumes!” said Isabella LeBarron, a 5th grader at Littleville Elementary School.

The 3rd – 5th graders are hosting a Littleville Art and Music Show on Thursday, January 25. Doors open at 6 p.m. for the art show. There is no cost to watch the 3rd-5th grade actors perform “On Broadway”, a musical of song excerpts from all of your favorite, classic musicals. Songs include: “Do-Re-Mi” from The Sound of Music, “I Whistle a Happy Tune” from The King and I, “Singing in the Rain” from Singing in the Rain, “Oklahoma” from Oklahoma, “Over the Rainbow” from The Wizard of Oz, “Step In Time” from Mary Poppins, “We Go Together” from Grease (and also featured in The Secret Life of Pets), and “Seize the Day” from Newsies.

This event was funded by the Gateway Education Foundation and Littleville PTO.

The 19 actors have worked diligently to prepare the show. The Art Show opens at 6 p.m. in the Gateway entryway, and the musical will begin at 6:30 p.m. in the Gateway Performing Arts Center.

Come support Littleville performers and enjoy their artistic creations before the show.
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Photo: cast members from the upcoming Littleville Musical, “On Broadway”, which will be held on Thursday, January 25.